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Although YouTube does not meet the de�nition of a "social media pla�orm" as de�ned per California Assembly Bill 

587, YouTube nonetheless is voluntarily producing transparency reports with details on its Terms of Service, speci�ed 

content categories and corresponding content enforcement as part of YouTube's e�orts to provide greater 

transparency to Californian users. This report is in addition to the various reports we already provide that provide 

data and shed light on how and why users raise complaints, how we respond to those complaints, how we enforce 

our Community Guidelines and content policies, and how we comply with local laws to keep users safe. Learn more 

at transparencyreport.google.com/youtube-policy.



Information on YouTube's Transparency Report under US-CA 587

Although YouTube does not meet the de�nition of a "social media platform" as de�ned per California Assembly Bill 587, YouTube 
nonetheless is voluntarily producing transparency reports with details on its Terms of Service, speci�ed content categories and corresponding 
content enforcement as part of YouTube's efforts to provide greater transparency to Californian users. This report is in addition to the various 
reports we already provide that provide data and shed light on how and why users raise complaints, how we respond to those complaints, how 
we enforce our Community Guidelines and content policies, and how we comply with local laws to keep users safe.

Overview 

This report outlines information on content actioned by YouTube during the speci�ed reporting period. This report captures information for the 
period from October 1, 2023 to December 31, 2023. We expect to submit reports covering subsequent data periods as speci�ed in California 
Assembly Bill 587. 

Policies that address harmful content Responding to user reports

YouTube’s Terms of Service highlights various policies that outline 
what is not allowed on YouTube. These policies include YouTube’s 
Community Guidelines, Advertiser-Friendly Content Guidelines, and 
related policies, which are made accessible in YouTube’s Help Center 
and apply to all types of content on YouTube.

Our policies cover areas such as hate speech, harassment, and 
violent extremism among others. YouTube also has policies in place 
that prohibit content encouraging dangerous or illegal activities. For 
example, our Harmful or Dangerous policy outlines that content 
intended to promote illegal or regulated goods or services is not 
allowed on YouTube. These policies aim to make YouTube a safer 
community while still giving creators and users the freedom to share 
a broad range of experiences and perspectives. 

YouTube offers YouTube community members an opportunity to 
report or �ag content they believe violates our Terms of Service, 
which includes our Community Guidelines. Users can report content 
using YouTube’s �agging feature, which is available to all users, 
globally via computer (desktop or laptop), mobile devices, and other 
surfaces.

Details on how to report different types of content using YouTube’s 
�agging feature is outlined in YouTube’s Help Center. Once we receive 
a user �ag, we review the reported content carefully and take action 
in accordance with our Terms of Service. Enforcement actions may 
include removing or restricting content (e.g. age-restrict content not 
suitable for all audiences), limiting content’s monetization eligibility, 
or applying a strike to a channel.

Please note: 

* There are no Medi-Cal languages in which YouTube does offer product features but does not make the Terms of Service available 
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https://www.youtube.com/static?template=terms
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6162278?hl=en
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9223153?hl=en
https://support.google.com/youtube/?hl=en&sjid=2406462401003551442-NC#topic=9257498
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2801939?hl=en
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802268?hl=en&ref_topic=9282436&sjid=639939873968764633-NC
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/9229472?hl=en&ref_topic=9282436&sjid=639939873968764633-NC#
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2801964?hl=en&ref_topic=9282436&sjid=3669260428003916761-NC#
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/9229611?hl=en&ref_topic=9282680&sjid=15580896611350995848-NC
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802027
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802027?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&oco=1#zippy=%2Creport-a-channel
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802032?hl=en


Moderating content on YouTube

YouTube relies on machine learning and teams around the world to review �agged videos and remove content that violates our Terms of 
Service; restrict videos (e.g., age-restrict content that may not be appropriate for all audiences); or leave the content live when it doesn’t 
violate our guidelines. For example, when content is removed from a user’s channel for violating YouTube’s Community Guidelines, the user 
may be issued a strike. If the user receives three strikes in the same 90-day period, their channel may be permanently removed from YouTube. 
In some cases, YouTube may terminate a channel for a single case of severe abuse, as explained in the Help Center.

YouTube may also remove content for reasons other than Community Guidelines violations, such as a �rst-party privacy complaint or a court 
order. In these cases, users will not be issued with a strike.YouTube also reserves the right to restrict a user’s ability to create content at its 
discretion. A channel may be turned off or restricted from using any YouTube features. If this happens, users are prohibited from using, 
creating, or acquiring another channel to get around these restrictions. This prohibition applies as long as the restriction remains active on 
the YouTube channel. A violation of this restriction is considered a circumvention under YouTube’s Terms of Service, and may result in 
termination of all existing YouTube channels of the user, any new channels created or acquired, and channels in which the user is repeatedly or
prominently featured. 

Use of automated tools to moderate content

YouTube continues to invest in automated detection systems, and relies on both human evaluators and machine learning to detect and take 
action on problematic content at scale while simultaneously training their systems on new data. The vast majority of content reviewed and 
actioned on YouTube is �rst detected by automated systems. However, after potentially violative content has been detected by automated 
systems, content moderators may review the content to con�rm the decision. This collaborative approach helps improve the accuracy of 
YouTube’s automated systems overtime, as models continuously learn and adapt to content moderator feedback. It also means YouTube’s 
enforcement systems can manage the sheer scale of content that is uploaded to YouTube (over 500 hours of content every minute), while still 
digging into the nuances that determine whether a piece of content is violative.

We allow users the opportunity to appeal certain enforcement decisions. Users are noti�ed about enforcement decisions and are provided 
instructions on how to appeal a decision. If a user chooses to submit an appeal, it goes to human review, and the decision is either upheld or 
overturned.
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https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802167?hl=en&ref_topic=9387060&sjid=7725811908229552157-NC
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802032?hl=en
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802032?hl=en


Information on actioned content

The following is information on content actioned globally under policies related to YouTube's Terms of Service, between October 1 and 
December 31, 2023.

Note that enforcement and �ags related to content about illegal distribution of controlled substances are nested under the “Harmful or 
Dangerous” category.

Videos removed 

The table at the right shows the number of videos removed by 
YouTube for violating Community Guidelines policies, for policies 
relevant to topics speci�ed under California Assembly Bill 587.

The total number of videos removed for violating Community 
Guidelines policies during the same period was 9,012,232.

Harassment and Cyberbullying 444,342

Harmful or Dangerous 3,536,816

Hateful or Abusive 181,409

Misinformation 171,828

Promotion of Violence and Violent Extremism 365,112

Videos removed, by views 

This chart shows the percentage of video removals that occurred before they received any views versus those that occurred after receiving 
some views.

0 views 1-10 views 11-100 views 101-1,000 views 1,001-10,000 views >10,000 views
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Information on actioned content

Videos removed, by source of first detection 

This chart shows the volume of all videos removed by YouTube for 
violating Community Guidelines policies, by source of �rst detection 
(automated �agging or human detection). Flags from human 
detection can come from a user or a member of YouTube’s Priority 
Flagger program. Priority Flagger program members include NGOs 
and government agencies that are particularly effective at notifying 
YouTube of content that violates our Community Guidelines.

Automated flagging: 8,656,644 (96.1%)

User: 302,784 (3.4%)

Organization: 52,800 (0.6%)

Government agency: 4 (0.0%)

96.1%

3.4%

Human flags, by flagging reason 

When �agging a video, human �aggers can select a reason they are 
reporting the video and leave comments or video timestamps for 
YouTube's reviewers. This chart shows the �agging reasons that 
people selected when reporting YouTube content, for categories 
relevant to topics speci�ed under California Assembly Bill 587.

Note that �ags related to misinformation are nested under the 
"Spam or Misleading'" category.

Harmful Dangerous Acts 6,918,322

Hateful or Abusive 16,717,108

Promotes Terrorism 6,831,939

Spam or Misleading 26,527,306
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Information on actioned content 

Removed videos appealed 

The table at right shows the number of appeals YouTube received for 
videos removed due to a Community Guidelines policy violation, for 
policies relevant to topics speci�ed under California Assembly Bill 
587.

The total number of appeals received for removed videos during the 
same period was 355,975.

Creators have 30 days to submit an appeal after the video’s removal, 
so these numbers also include appeals for videos removed during 
one quarter but appealed in the following quarter.

Harassment and Cyberbullying 22,851

Harmful or Dangerous 86,744

Hateful or Abusive 22,714

Misinformation 11,995

Promotion of Violence and Violent Extremism 22,249

Appealed videos reinstated 

The table at right shows the number of appeals YouTube received for 
videos removed due to a Community Guidelines policy violation, for 
policies relevant to topics speci�ed under California Assembly Bill 
587.

The total number of appeals received for removed videos during the 
same period was 29,360.

Harassment and Cyberbullying 1,517

Harmful or Dangerous 8,407

Hateful or Abusive 2,883

Misinformation 1,097

Promotion of Violence and Violent Extremism 921

Video demonetizations 

The total number of YouTube video demonetizations due to violations of monetization policies was 2,833,083.
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Terms of Service

Paid Service Terms of Service

Paid Service Usage Rules

Collecting Society Notices

Copyright Notices

Community Guidelines

AU

�erms o� Serv�ce
Wha�’s in �hese �erms?

This index is designed to help you understand some of the
key updates we’ve made to our Terms of Service (Terms).
We hope this serves as a useful guide, but please ensure
you read the Terms in full.

Welcome �o You�ube!

This section outlines our relationship with you. It includes
a description of the Service, de�nes our Agreement, and
names your service provider.

Who May Use �he Serv�ce?

This section sets out certain requirements for use of the
Service, and de�nes categories of users.

Your Use o� �he Serv�ce

This section explains your rights to use the Service, and
the conditions that apply to your use of the Service. It also
explains how we may make changes to the Service.

Your Conten� and Conduc�

This section applies to users who provide Content to the
Service. It de�nes the scope of the permissions that you
grant by uploading your Content, and includes your
agreement not to upload anything that infringes on anyone
else’s rights.

Accoun� Suspens�on and �ermina��on

This section explains how you and YouTube may
terminate this relationship.

https://www.youtube.com/t/terms_paidservice
https://www.youtube.com/t/usage_paycontent
https://www.youtube.com/t/policy_cns
https://www.youtube.com/t/copyright_notice
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#20c5cf0fa6
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#eb887a967c
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#c3e2907ca8
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#27dc3bf5d9
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#8d13a409a3


Abou� So�tware in �he Serv�ce

This section includes details about software on the
Service.

O�her Legal �erms

This section includes our service commitment to you. It
also explains that there are some things we will not be
responsible for.

Abou� �h�s Agreemen�

This section includes some further important details
about our contract, including what to expect if we need to
make changes to these Terms; or which law applies to
them.

�erms o� Serv�ce

Dated: November 6, 2023

TERMS OF SERVICE

Welcome �o You�ube!

Introduction
Thank you for using the YouTube platform and the products,
services and features we make available to you as part of the
platform (collectively, the “Service”).  

Our Service

The Service allows you to discover, watch and share videos
and other content, provides a forum for people to connect,
inform, and inspire others across the globe, and acts as a
distribution platform for original content creators and
advertisers large and small. We provide lots of information
about our products and how to use them in our Help Center.

https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#8c38269fae
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#56eee99974
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms#42d1acaf7a
https://support.google.com/youtube/#topic=7505892


Among other things, you can �nd out about YouTube Kids, the
YouTube Partner Program and YouTube Paid Memberships
and Purchases (where available).You can also read all about
enjoying content on other devices like your television, your
games console, or Google Home.

Your Service Provider

The entity providing the Service is Google LLC, a company
operating under the laws of Delaware, located at 1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 (referred to
as “YouTube”, “we”, “us”, or “our”). References to YouTube’s
“A�liates” in these terms means the other companies within
the Alphabet Inc. corporate group (now or in the future).

Applicable Terms
Your use of the Service is subject to these terms, the YouTube
Community Guidelines and the Policy, Safety and Copyright
Policies which may be updated from time to time (together,
this "Agreement"). Your Agreement with us will also include
the Advertising on YouTube Policies if you provide advertising
or sponsorships to the Service or incorporate paid promotions
in your content. Any other links or references provided in
these terms are for informational use only and are not part of
the Agreement.

Please read this Agreement carefully and make sure you
understand it. If you do not understand the Agreement, or do
not accept any part of it, then you may not use the Service.

Who may use �he Serv�ce?

Age Requirements
You must be at least 13 years old to use the Service; however,
children of all ages may use the Service and YouTube Kids
(where available) if enabled by a parent or legal guardian.

Permission by Parent or Guardian

https://support.google.com/youtubekids/#topic=6130504
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9223152
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9223117
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9223117
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9257096?ref_topic=9257500
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9257096?ref_topic=9257500
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9257096?ref_topic=9257500
https://support.google.com/googlehome/answer/7029380
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://www.youtube.com/t/policies
https://www.youtube.com/t/policies
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/30084?ref_topic=2972865


If you are considered a minor in your country, you represent
that you have your parent or guardian’s permission to use the
Service. Please have them read this Agreement with you.

If you are a parent or legal guardian of a minor in your country,
by allowing your child to use the Service, you are subject to
the terms of this Agreement and responsible for your child’s
activity on the Service. You can �nd tools and resources to
help you manage your family’s experience on
YouTube (including how to enable a child under the age of 13
to use the Service and YouTube Kids) in our Help Center and
through Google’s Family Link.

Businesses
If you are using the Service on behalf of a company or
organisation, you represent that you have authority to act on
behalf of that entity, and that such entity accepts this
Agreement.

Your Use o� �he Serv�ce

Content on the Service
The content on the Service includes videos, audio (for
example music and other sounds), graphics, photos, text
(such as comments and scripts), branding (including trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or logos), interactive
features, software, metrics, and other materials whether
provided by you, YouTube or a third-party (collectively,
"Content”).

Content is the responsibility of the person or entity that
provides it to the Service. YouTube is under no obligation to
host or serve Content. If you see any Content you believe does
not comply with this Agreement, including by violating the
Community Guidelines or the law, you can report it to us.

Google Accounts and YouTube Channels
You can use parts of the Service, such as browsing and
searching for Content, without having a Google account.
However, you do need a Google account to use some

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802272
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802272
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802272
https://families.google.com/familylink/
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802027
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/69961


features. With a Google account, you may be able to like
videos, subscribe to channels, create your own YouTube
channel, and more. You can follow these instructions to create
a Google account.

Creating a YouTube channel will give you access to additional
features and functions, such as uploading videos, making
comments or creating playlists (where available). Here are
some details about how to create your own YouTube channel.

To protect your Google account, keep your password
con�dential. You should not reuse your Google account
password on third-party applications. Learn more about
keeping your Google account secure, including what to do if
you learn of any unauthorised use of your password or Google
account.

Your Information
Our Privacy Policy explains how we treat your personal data
and protect your privacy when you use the Service. The
YouTube Kids Privacy Notice provides additional information
about our privacy practices that are speci�c to YouTube Kids.

We will process any audio or audiovisual content uploaded by
you to the Service in accordance with the YouTube Data
Processing Terms, except in cases where you uploaded such
content for personal purposes or household activities. Learn
More.

Permissions and Restrictions
You may access and use the Service as made available to you,
as long as you comply with this Agreement and applicable
law. You may view or listen to Content for your personal, non-
commercial use. You may also show YouTube videos through
the embeddable YouTube player.

The following restrictions apply to your use of the Service.
You are not allowed to:

https://accounts.google.com/signup/v2/webcreateaccount?flowName=GlifWebSignIn&flowEntry=SignUp
https://accounts.google.com/signup/v2/webcreateaccount?flowName=GlifWebSignIn&flowEntry=SignUp
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/1646861
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/46526
https://www.youtube.com/t/privacy
https://kids.youtube.com/t/privacynotice
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms_dataprocessing
https://www.youtube.com/t/terms_dataprocessing
https://support.google.com/youtube/?p=data_applicability
https://support.google.com/youtube/?p=data_applicability


1. access, reproduce, download, distribute, transmit,
broadcast, display, sell, license, alter, modify or otherwise
use any part of the Service or any Content except: (a) as
expressly authorized by the Service; or (b) with prior
written permission from YouTube and, if applicable, the
respective rights holders;

2. circumvent, disable, fraudulently engage with, or
otherwise interfere with any part of the Service (or
attempt to do any of these things), including security-
related features or features that (a) prevent or restrict the
copying or other use of Content or (b) limit the use of the
Service or Content;

3. access the Service using any automated means (such as
robots, botnets or scrapers) except (a) in the case of
public search engines, in accordance with YouTube’s
robots.txt �le; or (b) with YouTube’s prior written
permission;

4. collect or harvest any information that might identify a
person (for example, usernames or faces), unless
permitted by that person or allowed under section (3)
above;

5. use the Service to distribute unsolicited promotional or
commercial content or other unwanted or mass
solicitations;

�. cause or encourage any inaccurate measurements of
genuine user engagement with the Service, including by
paying people or providing them with incentives to
increase a video’s views, likes, or dislikes, or to increase a
channel’s subscribers, or otherwise manipulate metrics in
any manner;

7. misuse any reporting, �agging, complaint, dispute, or
appeals process, including by making groundless,
vexatious, or frivolous submissions;

�. run contests on or through the Service that do not comply
with YouTube’s contest policies and guidelines;

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/1620498


9. use the Service to view or listen to Content other than for
personal, non-commercial use (for example, you may not
publicly screen videos or stream music from the Service);
or

10. use the Service to (a) sell any advertising, sponsorships,
or promotions placed on, around, or within the Service or
Content, other than those allowed in the Advertising on
YouTube policies (such as compliant product
placements); or (b) sell advertising, sponsorships, or
promotions on any page of any website or application
that only contains Content from the Service or where
Content from the Service is the primary basis for such
sales (for example, selling ads on a webpage where
YouTube videos are the main draw for users visiting the
webpage).

Reservation

Using the Service does not give you ownership of or rights to
any aspect of the Service, including user names or any other
Content posted by others or YouTube.

Develop, Improve and Update the Service

YouTube is constantly changing and improving the Service. As
part of this continual evolution, we may make modi�cations or
changes (to all or part of the Service) such as adding or
removing features and functionalities, offering new digital
content or services or discontinuing old ones. We may also
need to alter or discontinue the Service, or any part of it, in
order to make performance or security improvements, make
changes to comply with law, or prevent illegal activities on or
abuse of our systems. These changes may affect all users,
some users or even an individual user.  When the Service
requires or includes downloadable software (such as the
YouTube Studio application), that software may update
automatically on your device once a new version or feature is
available, subject to your device settings. If we make material
changes that negatively impact your use of the Service, we’ll
provide you with reasonable advance notice, except in urgent

https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9257894?ref_topic=2972865
https://support.google.com/youtube/topic/9257894?ref_topic=2972865


situations such as preventing abuse, responding to legal
requirements, or addressing security and operability issues.
We’ll also provide you with an opportunity to export your
content from your Google Account using Google
Takeout, subject to applicable law and policies.  

Your Conten� and Conduc�

Uploading Content

If you have a YouTube channel, you may be able to upload
Content to the Service. You may use your Content to promote
your business or artistic enterprise. If you choose to upload
Content, you must not submit to the Service any Content that
does not comply with this Agreement (including the YouTube
Community Guidelines) or the law. For example, the Content
you submit must not include third-party intellectual property
(such as copyrighted material) unless you have permission
from that party or are otherwise legally entitled to do so. You
are legally responsible for the Content you submit to the
Service. We may use automated systems that analyze your
Content to help detect infringement and abuse, such as spam,
malware, and illegal content.

Rights you Grant

You retain ownership rights in your Content. However, we do
require you to grant certain rights to YouTube and other users
of the Service, as described below.

License to YouTube

By providing Content to the Service, you grant to YouTube a
worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, sublicensable and
transferable license to use that Content (including to
reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works, display and
perform it) in connection with the Service and YouTube’s (and
its successors’ and A�liates’) business, including for the
purpose of promoting and redistributing part or all of the
Service.

https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout?pli=1
https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout?pli=1
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines


License to Other Users

You also grant each other user of the Service a worldwide,
non-exclusive, royalty-free license to access your Content
through the Service, and to use that Content, including to
reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works, display, and
perform it, only as enabled by a feature of the Service (such as
video playback or embeds). For clarity, this license does not
grant any rights or permissions for a user to make use of your
Content independent of the Service.

Duration of License

The licenses granted by you continue for a commercially
reasonable period of time after you remove or delete your
Content from the Service. You understand and agree, however,
that YouTube may retain, but not display, distribute, or
perform, server copies of your videos that have been removed
or deleted.

Right to Monetize

You grant to YouTube the right to monetize your Content on
the Service (and such monetization may include displaying
ads on or within Content or charging users a fee for access).
This Agreement does not entitle you to any payments.
Starting June 1, 2021, any payments you may be entitled to
receive from YouTube under any other agreement between
you and YouTube (including for example payments under the
YouTube Partner Program, Channel memberships or Super
Chat) will be treated as royalties.  If required by law, Google
will withhold taxes from such payments.

Removing Your Content

You may remove your Content from the Service at any time.
You also have the option to make a copy of your Content
before removing it. You must remove your Content if you no
longer have the rights required by these terms.

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/55770
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/56100


Removal of Content By YouTube

If we reasonably believe that any of your Content (1) is in
breach of this Agreement or (2) may cause harm to YouTube,
our users, or third parties, we reserve the right to remove or
take down that Content in our discretion. We will notify you
with the reason for our action unless we reasonably believe
that to do so: (a) would breach the law or the direction of a
legal enforcement authority or would otherwise risk legal
liability for YouTube or our A�liates; (b) would compromise
an investigation or the integrity or operation of the Service; or
(c) would cause harm to any user, other third party, YouTube
or our A�liates. You can learn more about reporting and
enforcement, including how to appeal on the
Troubleshooting page of our Help Center.

Commun�ty Gu�delines S�rikes

YouTube operates a system of “strikes” in respect of Content
that violates the YouTube Community Guidelines. Each strike
comes with varying restrictions and may result in the
permanent removal of your channel from YouTube.  A full
description of how a strike affects your channel is available
on the Community Guidelines Strikes Basics page. If you
believe that a strike has been issued in error, you may appeal
here.

If your channel has been restricted due to a strike, you must
not use another channel to circumvent these restrictions.
Violation of this prohibition is a material breach of this
Agreement and Google reserves the right to terminate your
Google account or your access to all or part of the Service.

Copyright Protection

We provide information to help copyright holders manage
their intellectual property online in our YouTube Copyright
Center. If you believe your copyright has been infringed on the
Service, please send us a notice.

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6395024
https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802032
https://studio.youtube.com/
https://studio.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/t/copyright_center
https://www.youtube.com/t/copyright_center
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2807622


We respond to notices of alleged copyright infringement
according to the process in our YouTube Copyright Center,
where you can also �nd information about how to resolve a
copyright strike. YouTube's policies provide for the
termination, in appropriate circumstances, of repeat
infringers’ access to the Service.

Accoun� Suspens�on & �ermina��on

Terminations by You
You may stop using the Service at any time. Follow these
instructions to delete the Service from your Google Account,
which involves closing your YouTube channel and removing
your data. You also have the option to download a copy of
your data �rst.

Terminations and Suspensions by YouTube

YouTube reserves the right to suspend or terminate your
Google account or your access to all or part of the Service if
(a) you materially or repeatedly breach this Agreement; (b) we
are required to do so to comply with a legal requirement or a
court order; or (c) we believe there has been conduct that
creates (or could create) liability or harm to any user, other
third party, YouTube or our A�liates.

Notice for Termination or Suspension

We will notify you with the reason for termination or
suspension by YouTube unless we reasonably believe that to
do so: (a) would violate the law or the direction of a legal
enforcement authority; (b) would compromise an
investigation; (c) would compromise the integrity, operation or
security of the Service; or (d) would cause harm to any user,
other third party, YouTube or our A�liates.

Effect of Account Suspension or Termination

If your Google account is terminated or your access to the
Service is restricted, you may continue using certain aspects

https://www.youtube.com/t/copyright_center
https://myaccount.google.com/delete-services-or-account


of the Service (such as viewing only) without an account, and
this Agreement will continue to apply to such use. If you
believe your that the termination or suspension has been
made in error, you can appeal using this form.

Abou� So�tware in �he Serv�ce

Downloadable Software
When the Service requires or includes downloadable software
(such as the YouTube Studio application), unless that
software is governed by additional terms which provide a
license, YouTube gives you a personal, worldwide, royalty-free,
non-assignable and non-exclusive license to use the software
provided to you by YouTube as part of the Service. This
license is for the sole purpose of enabling you to use and
enjoy the bene�t of the Service as provided by YouTube, in the
manner permitted by this Agreement. You are not allowed to
copy, modify, distribute, sell, or lease any part of the software,
or to reverse-engineer or attempt to extract the source code of
that software, unless laws prohibit these restrictions or you
have YouTube’s written permission.

Open Source
Some software used in our Service may be offered under an
open source license that we make available to you. There may
be provisions in an open source license that expressly
override some of these terms, so please be sure to read those
licenses.  

O�her Legal �erms

Warranty Disclaimer
OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT
OR AS REQUIRED BY LAW, THE SERVICE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”
AND YOUTUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY SPECIFIC
COMMITMENTS OR WARRANTIES ABOUT THE SERVICE. FOR
EXAMPLE, WE DON’T MAKE ANY WARRANTIES ABOUT: (A)
THE CONTENT PROVIDED THROUGH THE SERVICE; (B) THE
SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE SERVICE, OR ITS ACCURACY,
RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY, OR ABILITY TO MEET YOUR

https://support.google.com/accounts/contact/suspended?p=youtube


NEEDS; OR (C) THAT ANY CONTENT YOU SUBMIT WILL BE
ACCESSIBLE ON THE SERVICE.

Limitation of Liability

EXCEPT AS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, YOUTUBE, ITS
AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES AND
AGENTS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS OF
PROFITS, REVENUES, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,
GOODWILL, OR ANTICIPATED SAVINGS; LOSS OR
CORRUPTION OF DATA; INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
LOSS; PUNITIVE DAMAGES CAUSED BY:

1. ERRORS, MISTAKES, OR INACCURACIES ON THE
SERVICE;

2. PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE RESULTING
FROM YOUR USE OF THE SERVICE;

3. ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR USE OF THE
SERVICE;

4. ANY INTERRUPTION OR CESSATION OF THE SERVICE;

5. ANY VIRUSES OR MALICIOUS CODE TRANSMITTED TO
OR THROUGH THE SERVICE BY ANY THIRD PARTY;

�. ANY CONTENT WHETHER SUBMITTED BY A USER OR
YOUTUBE, INCLUDING YOUR USE OF CONTENT; AND/OR

7. THE REMOVAL OR UNAVAILABILITY OF ANY CONTENT.

THIS PROVISION APPLIES TO ANY CLAIM, REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER THE CLAIM ASSERTED IS BASED ON WARRANTY,
CONTRACT, TORT, OR ANY OTHER LEGAL THEORY.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, YOUTUBE
AND ITS AFFILIATES’ TOTAL LIABILITY FOR ANY CLAIMS
ARISING FROM OR RELATING TO THE SERVICE IS LIMITED TO
THE GREATER OF: (A) THE AMOUNT OF REVENUE THAT
YOUTUBE HAS PAID TO YOU FROM YOUR USE OF THE
SERVICE IN THE 12 MONTHS BEFORE THE DATE OF YOUR



NOTICE, IN WRITING TO YOUTUBE, OF THE CLAIM AND (B)
USD $500.

Indemnity

To the extent permitted by applicable law, you agree to defend,
indemnify and hold harmless YouTube, its A�liates, o�cers,
directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt,
and expenses (including but not limited to attorney's fees)
arising from: (i) your unlawful use of and access to the
Service; (ii) your violation of any term of this Agreement; (iii)
your violation of any third party right, including without
limitation any copyright, property, or privacy right; or (iv) any
claim that your Content caused damage to a third party, in
each case except to the extent caused by Google’s negligence,
willful misconduct or breach. This defense and
indemni�cation obligation will survive this Agreement and
your use of the Service.

Third-Party Links
The Service may contain links to third-party websites and
online services that are not owned or controlled by YouTube.
YouTube has no control over, and assumes no responsibility
for, such websites and online services. Be aware when you
leave the Service; we suggest you read the terms and privacy
policy of each third-party website and online service that you
visit.

Abou� �h�s Agreemen�

Changing this Agreement
We may change this Agreement, for example (1) to re�ect
changes to our Service or how we do business - for example,
when we add new products or features or remove old ones,
(2) for legal, regulatory, or security reasons or (3) to prevent
abuse or harm.

If we materially change this Agreement, we’ll provide you with
reasonable advance notice and the opportunity to review the



changes, except (1) when we launch a new product or feature,
or (2) in urgent situations, such as preventing ongoing abuse
or responding to legal requirements. If you don’t agree to the
new terms, you should remove any Content you uploaded and
stop using the Service.

Continuation of this Agreement
If your use of the Service ends, the following terms of this
Agreement will continue to apply to you: “Other Legal Terms”,
“About This Agreement”, and the licenses granted by you will
continue as described under “Duration of License”.

Severance
If it turns out that a particular term of this Agreement is not
enforceable for any reason, this will not affect any other
terms.

No Waiver
If you fail to comply with this Agreement and we do not take
immediate action, this does not mean that we are giving up
any rights that we may have (such as the right to take action
in the future).

Interpretation

In these terms, “include” or “including” means “including but
not limited to,” and any examples we give are for illustrative
purposes.

Governing Law
All claims arising out of or relating to these terms or the
Service will be governed by California law, except California’s
con�ict of laws rules, and will be litigated exclusively in the
federal or state courts of Santa Clara County, California, USA.
You and YouTube consent to personal jurisdiction in those
courts.  To the extent that applicable local law prevents
certain disputes from being resolved in a California court, then
you can �le those disputes in your local courts. Likewise, if
applicable local law prevents your local court from applying
California law to resolve these disputes, then these disputes



will be governed by the applicable local laws of your country,
state, or other place of residence.

Effective as of November 6, 2023 (view previous version)

https://www.youtube.com/t/terms?archive=20220105

